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HAPTIC DEVICE WITH INDIRECT HAPTIC

freedom ( turning of the knob ) such that it fails to exploit the

human ability to move in higher dimensional spaces.

FEEDBACK

CROSS -REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

T. Watanabe and S . Fukui in “ A method for controlling

tactile sensation of surface roughness using ultrasonic vibra

5 tion ” , in Proc . IEEE International Conference on Robotics
and Automation , Nagoya , Japan ( 1995 ) describe a device

This application is a continuation of U . S . patent applica
continuation of U . S. patent application Ser .No. 14/456 ,700 ,

based on variable friction generated by bulky ultrasonic
Langevin -type vibrators wherein the user' s finger moves in

priority of provisional application Ser. No. 60/785,750 filed

in a manner that filters the haptic effect.

Mar. 24 , 2006 , the entire disclosure of which is incorporated
herein by reference .

device for touchpads and other touch controls wherein

tion Ser. No. 14 /820 , 191 , filed on Aug . 6 , 2015 , which is a

one dimension along the display surface with no finger

filed Aug. 11 , 2014 , and which issued as U .S . Pat. No. 10 position or other feedback .
9 , 104 , 285 , which is a continuation of Ser. No. 13 /770 . 051,
Nara et al. in “ Surface acoustic wave tactile display ” ,
filed Feb . 19 . 2013. and which issued as U . S . Pat. No. Computer Graphics and Applications, IEEE , ( 2001), pp .
53 - 56 , describe a device based on variable friction with
8 ,836 ,664 , which is a continuation of U .S . patent application
Ser. No . 11 / 726 , 391, filed Mar. 21, 2007, and which issued
one -dimension finger feedback, but the device requires the
as U . S . Pat. No . 8 ,405 ,618 , and further claims benefits and 15 user' s finger to interact with a steel ball slider on the display

CONTRACTUAL ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

U .S . Pat. No . 7 , 148 ,875 discloses a haptic feedback

haptic feedback is provided by direct application of a force
20 or motion to a touch surface in a manner that the user ' s
finger can feel the force or motion . To this end , one or more

This invention was made with government support under

actuators are coupled to the touchpad to apply a force
directly to its surface . In one embodiment, the actuator can
comprise a piezoelectric actuator, a voice coil , a pager

IIS -0413204 awarded by the National Science Foundation .

The government has certain rights in the invention .

25 motor, or a solenoid coupled to the touchpad .

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The invention relates to haptic devices and , more particu
larly , to haptic devices that provide indirect haptic feedback
One embodiment of the present disclosure includes a
and texture sensations to a user by modulation of friction of 30 method of imitating a texture on a touch surface, the method
a touch surface of the device .

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

including the steps of sensing a position of a user' s finger on

the touch surface, modulating a coefficient of friction of the

touch surface in response to the sensed position of a user ' s
appendage relative to the touch surface and / or a derivative

Solid state interface devices, such as touch pads and touch 35 thereof, wherein the friction modulator does not alter the

screens , are popular and in use on a wide variety consumer

contour of the touch surface in a manner that is perceptible

electronic products and motor vehicle systems. However,
these solid state interface devices typically fail to provide a

to a user ' s sight or touch .
In another embodiment, the coefficient of friction is

user with any form of tactile feedback as a result of their

modulated in response to a change in an excitation voltage .

solid state nature. The human user of the interface device 40

therefore is not able to experience haptic sensations that
assist and inform the user during interaction with the inter face device .

There is a need for human interface devices for electronic

In another embodiment, the user ' s appendage comprises

a finger or thumb .
In another embodiment, the coefficient of friction of the

touch surface is modulated in response to a sensed motion of
the user's clothed appendage.

devices used in motor vehicles , computers, music players , 45 In another embodiment, the coefficient of friction of the
telephones and myriad other electronic devices . For touch surface is modulated to generate a virtual texture
example ,modern motor vehicles, especially automobiles but sensation felt by the user ' s clothed appendage .
also aircraft, trains and watercraft, contain very complex
In another embodiment, relative to a sensed position of a
user ' s clothed appendage the coefficient of friction of the
interfaces.
Drivers/pilots need to manage vast amounts of data : 50 touch surface is modulated in real time.

vehicle status (e.g., speed , engine speed , cruise control
status), climate control, entertainment , communications,

In another embodiment, the derivatives of the sensed

position of a user 's clothed appendage further comprise

navigation , etc . This has the dual effects of leading to very velocity, acceleration , or direction of motion of the user 's
complex instrument panels and requiring significant visual clothed appendage .
attention , which should be focused on the road or path 55 In another embodiment, an indirect haptic provides an
ahead .
interface with the touch screen .

One approach to mitigating these dual effects is the use of
BMW motor vehicles comprises a single knob that controls

haptic feedback . For instance , the iDrive used in some

In another embodiment, the indirect haptic device is
In another embodiment, the indirect haptic device

disposed on a surface other than the touch screen .

up to 700 vehicle functions. The haptic feel and behavior of 60 includes components made of transparent materials .

the knob are under computer control and are programmed to
be context sensitive . For instance , the knob can be made to

In another embodiment, the indirect haptic device is
disposed on an interior surface of a motor vehicle .

a temperature adjust for a climate control system . The iDrive

mounted on a consumer electronic device .

feel and act like a tuning controller for a radio station or like

has numerous drawbacks as well. For instance , it uses a 65

menu system that can be difficult to learn as well as

distracting to use , and it offers only one haptic degree of

In another embodiment, the indirect haptic device is

Another embodiment includes a method of imitating a

texture on an indirect haptic device , the method including

the steps of sensing a force by a pressure sensor in a touch

US 10 , 048 ,823 B2
surface,modulating ,by a friction modulator, a coefficient of
FIG . 7B is a schematic view of optical planar (two
dimensional) position sensing system for use with the con
wherein the friction modulator does not alter the contour of trol scheme of FIG . 7A . FIG . 7C is a diagrammatic view of
the touch surface in a manner that is perceptible to a user 's
an analog signal output by the optical positioning sensing
5 system of FIG . 7B . FIG . 7D is a block diagram of the optical
sight or touch .
In another embodiment, the coefficient of friction of the control
system .
FIG . 8 is a graph of excitation voltage versus coefficient
touch surface is modulated in response to force from a
friction on a touch surface in response to the sensed force ,

of friction p for a disk - shaped haptic device .
FIG . 9A is a graph of voltage gain versus time where a
touch surface .
In another embodiment, the modulation of the coefficient 10 step increase in voltage gain is provided based on time
independent of finger position . FIG . 9B is a graph of
of friction of the touch surface simulates a pushbutton haptic
coefficient
of friction versus x position in response to the
feedback .

pushing motion of a user ' s clothed appendage against the

step change in excitation voltage of FIG . 9A . FIG . 9C is a
perspective view of a friction force profile generated by
adjusted based on the position of an appendage on the touch
uch 1515 modulating the excitation voltage of the piezoelectric ele

In another embodiment, the coefficient of friction is

surface .

ment to provide a step change of the excitation voltage . In
FIG . 9C , the higher elevation of the texture represents a
higher friction level.

In another embodiment, relative to a sensed position of a
user' s clothed appendage the coefficient of friction of the

FIG . 10A through 10E are perspective views of other

touch surface is modulated in real time.

In another embodiment, the coefficient of friction is 20 illustrative texture sensation embodiments that can be gen
adjusted based on the velocity feedback of an appendage on
erated by modulating coefficient of friction of the touch
surface where , in the figures, a higher elevation of the
the touch surface .
In another embodiment, the coefficient of friction is
texture represents higher friction level. In FIG . 10E , a
grating friction force pattern is shown where the spatial
adjusted independent of finger position .
In another embodiment, the coefficient of friction is 25 frequency of friction variation also is modulated to control
adjusted based on a predetermined time .
the texture sensation . FIG . 10F is a schematic of x axis and

The above features and advantages of the present inven

tion will become apparent from the following detailed

description taken with the following drawings.

y axis relative to a circular touch surface used in generation

of FIGS. 10A - 10E .
FIG . 11 is a graph illustrating modulation of the spatial
30 frequency of friction variation in the x direction to control

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

texture sensation .
FIG . 12 is a perspective view of an arrangement of
multiple rectangular -shaped haptic devices disposed on a

FIG . 1 is a perspective view of a motor vehicle interior

having a console surface with a variable friction haptic
display device that can interface with a visual graphical
display .

device having a variable friction haptic device that can

mounting block member to provide a tiled haptic apparatus
FIG . 13A illustrates a door of an automobile having a
haptic keypad device disguised on an exterior surface
thereof. FIG . 13B illustrates a conventional keypad in use to
this same end .
40 FIG . 14 is a view of a haptic device in the form of an

accordance with an initial demonstration embodiment of the

FIG . 15 is a view of a haptic device in the form of an open

FIG . 2A is a partial view of the haptic devide with an outer

portion of a housing removed to show the haptic device .
FIG . 2B is an elevational view of a handheld electronic

interface with a visual graphical display and /or a touchpad .
FIG . 3 is a perspective view of a haptic device in

35 in accordance with another embodiment of the invention .

elongated strip where the spatial frequency of an illustrative
virtual texture increases with finger motion to the right.

ring where the spatial frequency of the illustrative texture
FIG . 4A is a cross -section of a piezoelectric bending 45 increases with finger motion in the clockwise direction
element and substrate of a relatively thin haptic device
around the ring.
laminate in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the
FIG . 16A is a view of a haptic device in the form of a
invention . FIG . 4B is similar to FIG . 4A showing ( greatly
closed ring around a central circle that generates a grating
exaggerated ) a bending mode of the piezoelectric bending
friction force pattern ( grating texture ) pursuant to the inven
invention .

element. When the piezoelectric bending element is excited 50 tion . The direction of the grating texture can be varied by

by a positive excitation voltage, it bends with upward
positive curvature as shown in FIG . 4B . When the piezo -

motion of the finger around the closed ring. FIG . 16B
illustrates the direction of the grating pattern having been

electric bending element is excited by a negative excitation

rotated by motion of the finger in the direction of the arrow

voltage , it bends with a downward /negative curvature . When
of FIG . 16A . FIG . 16C illustrates a finger detected to be
sinewave excitation voltage is applied , the piezoelectric 55 within the closed ring and the resulting angle of the grating
bending element will alternately bend between these curva - pattern .
FIG . 17 is a view of a haptic device in the form of an
tures .
FIG . 5A is a perspective view of a mount for a disc - shaped
elongated strip providing a “ caliper pinch adjustment” effect
piezoelectric element member and FIG . 5B is a similar view
wherein position feedback is provided by the friction force
with the piezoelectric element received in the mount.
60 profile having increasing spatial frequency of friction varia

FIGS . 64 and 6B illustrate a vibration mode of the
disc -shaped piezoelectric element wherein the element is
unenergized in FIG . 6A and energized in FIG . 6B where
only a positive/upward bending curvature is illustrated .
FIG . 7A is a flow diagram of a control system for an 65
excitation voltage control scheme of the piezoelectric ele -

ment.

tion of the illustrative virtual texture toward a center of the

strip so that motion of both a finger and a thumb of the user
provides position feedback to the user .
FIG . 18 is a view of a haptic device having a touch surface

with multiple haptic controls wherein differentmotion paths

having illustrative virtual textures correspond to control of
different specific functions.
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FIG . 19 is a view illustrating a visual display and a haptic
device as an interface thereto wherein the finger position on
the touch surface is mapped one - to - one to a position on the
visual display.

thereon . The VFHD is interfaced with the visual graphical
display GD to deliver and /or receive information . To this
end , the VFHD includes a touch surface 104a that is adapted
to be engaged by the finger or other appendage of a human

FIG . 20 is a view illustrating a visual display and a haptic 5 user, such as a driver of the motor vehicle or a passenger.
device as an interface thereto wherein the position on the Rather than being disposed on a console surface that is
haptic device is mapped one - to -one to a position in a section
separate and apart from the visual graphical display device
GD , the VFHD can be disposed directly on the display
of the visual display .
FIG . 21 is a view illustrating a haptic device used as a device GD when components of the VFHD are made of
scrolling bar.

10 transparentmaterials . Pursuant to a preferred embodiment of

FIG . 22 is a schematic view illustrating a haptic device

configured to provide a track ball scrolling bar.
FIG . 23 is a schematic view illustrating a haptic device
configured to provide a spinning disk to provide a moving
touch surface relative to a stationary finger.

the invention , the VFHD is made of a thin laminate 100 of
a piezoelectric bending element 102 and a substrate 104

having a touch surface 104a as shown in FIG . 4A , 4B and
15

described in more detail below .
Referring to FIG . 2 also for purposes of initial illustration

FIG . 24 is a schematic view illustrating a haptic device
configured to provide a rotating drum to provide a moving

but not limitation , a handheld electronic device ED is
illustrated having a visual display screen DS and a touchpad
TP interfaced to the display screen DS. A VFHD is disposed
touch surface relative to a stationary finger.
FIG . 25 is a view illustrating a visual display having a
on a side of the electronic device ED and is interfaced to the
haptic device as an interface to the visual display wherein 20 visual display DS and/or to the touchpad TP to deliver and/or
finger position on the haptic device moves a cursor on the

visual display with a memory of its last position .

FIGS . 26A , 26B are perspective views of a haptic device

controlled to provide a " sticky ” texture sensation to a user

receive information . The VFHD includes a touch surface
104a that is adapted to be engaged by the thumb of the

human user of the electronic device when held in the hand

of the user. The VFHD can be mounted between mounting

and a “ rough ” texture sensation for use in a pushbutton 25 features such as flanges MF of the housing H of the
electronic device , FIG . 2A , or in any suitable manner.
embodiment of the invention .
FIGS. 27A , 27B are plan views of a touchscreen (FIG .

27A ) and haptic (tactile) device (FIG . 27B ) interfaced to

provide a solid state touch display .

Alternately, the VFHD can be disposed directly on the visual

display screen DS when components of the VFHD are made
of transparentmaterials. The VFHD preferably is made of a

FIG . 28A is a schematic view of a visual display to 30 thin laminate of a piezoelectric bending element 102 and a
substrate 104 having a touch surface 104a described in more
haptic device interfaced with the visual display to provide a detail below . Position and /or motion of the user's thumb up
virtual pushbutton tactile sensation to the user when the
or down across the touch surface 104a can be sensed by
strain gages 105 attached on opposite sides of a flexure shaft
location is touched by the user.
FIG . 28B is a schematic view of the pushbutton location 35 106s of VFHD mount 106 . Mount 106 is captured by the
provide visual feedback of a pushbutton location and a

on the visual display and different tactile feedback from the

haptic device to the user to provide confirmation that the

flanges MF of the housing of the electronic device .

From a user's perspective, the VFHD of the above

described embodiments provides a static touch surface 104a
button has been pressed by the user.
FIG . 29 is a flow diagram of a control system for an
that the user (he or she) can touch . The coefficient of friction
excitation voltage control scheme of the piezoelectric ele - 40 of this touch surface 104a , however, can be adjusted in
real-time. In particular, friction felt by a user 's finger or
ment of the pushbutton embodiment of the invention .

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

other appendagemoving (sliding ) on the touch surface 104a

is a function of the amplitude of the excitation voltage at the

piezoelectric bending element 102, FIGS . 4A , 4B . For

The present invention provides in one embodiment a 45 example , the amplitude of an ultrasonic vibrator (trans
haptic device that can provide indirect haptic feedback and ducer ), such as the piezoelectric bending element 102 , is
virtual texture sensations to a user by modulation of friction modulated to generate a high - frequency oscillation that is
of a touch surface of the device in response to one or more
imparted to substrate 104 and that in turn causes a modulated
sensed parameters . In practice of the invention , the sensed
reduction in friction of touch surface 104a felt by sliding
parameters can include, but are not limited to , sensed 50 motion of the user' s finger on the touch surface 104a . The

position of the user 's finger relative to the touch surface ,

derivatives of sensed finger position such as velocity and /or

reduction in friction is thought to indirectly control lateral

skin stretch that stimulates the mechanoreceptors in the

acceleration , direction of motion of the finger relative to the

finger of the user, thereby transmitting tactile information to

surface , and /or sensed finger force or pressure on the sur -

the user during active exploration by the user ' s finger,

face . In another embodiment, the present invention provides 55 although Applicants do not intend to bebound by any theory
a haptic device that can provide indirect haptic feedback and
or explanation .

virtual texture sensations to a user by modulation of friction

Modulation of the amplitude of the excitation voltage at

of a touch surface of the device in response to time in a
manner that is independent of finger position . The touch

the piezoelectric bending element 104 can be controlled by
various control systems, an illustrative control system being

1 illustrates a perspective view of a motor vehicle interior

the finger. Preferably , the vibrator operates in the ultrasonic

surface of the haptic device is adapted to be touched by a 60 described below and shown in FIG . 7 for a bimorph piezo
user ' s bare finger, thumb or other appendage and /or by an
electric bending element 102 . The VFHD can be operated
instrument such as a stylus held by the user.
open -loop or, additionally, can utilize force and /or motion
For purposes of initial illustration but not limitation , FIG . (i.e ., position , velocity and /or acceleration ) feedback from

having a visual graphical display device GD on the dash - 65 frequency range (e .g. greater than 20 kHz up to 200 kHz)
board 10 and a console 12 having a surface 12a with a
such that it is silent to the user . The VFHD in accordance
variable friction haptic display device VFHD disposed with the invention is advantageous in that it allows direct
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bare or clothed fingertip or thumbtip interaction with surface
104a with no need for an intermediate pad , knob or handle .

Referring to FIG . 3 , a haptic device in accordance with an

initial demonstration embodiment of the invention is shown

wave form manner in response to sensed finger position to
generate a square grating texture (FIG . 10A ) felt as indirect

haptic feedback by the finger of the user as it moves (slides )
on the touch surface 104a . In still another trial of the VFHD

to illustrate the invention , but not limit the invention in any 5 of FIG . 3 , ultrasonic vibrations of the substrates 104 were

way . In FIG . 3 , the VFHD is shown comprising a two -by -

modulated in a sinusoidal waveform manner in response to

strates 104 each having a touch surface 104a with dimen sions of 0 .75 inch by 0 .75 inch . The substrates comprised

Although in illustrative embodiments, the ultrasonic
vibrations occur in the z -axis, the invention is not so limited

three arrangement or pattern of individual square tile sub -

time and independent of sensed finger position .

aluminum having a thickness of 0 .04 inch . An aggregate 10 and the invention can be practiced if the ultrasonic vibra

planar touch surface having planar x and y dimensions of 1. 5
inches by 2 .25 inches was thereby provided .
For demonstration purposes , each substrate 104 was actu -

tions occur in some other axis since friction reduction will
still occur even if the ultrasonic vibrations occur in some
other axis or even if the vibrations consist of rotation about

ated by an ultrasonic vibrator V comprising a piezoelectric

some axis.

low amplitude, high frequency vibrations to each tile sub -

FIG . 3 , a finger-actuated linear potentiometer (not shown )

strate 104 . Each piezoelectric crystal stack 105 was disposed

may be placed along one or more axes (e . g . X axis and y axis )

crystal stack 105 of the Langevin -type operating to impart 15

In lieu of the articulated linkage mechanism LL shown in

on a base plate 101 and operated at a frequency of 50 kHz. of the substrates 104 in a manner to sense the position of the
In operation of the haptic device , the precise frequency user 's finger as it slides on the touch surface 104a . The
employed across large ranges is unimportant. For example , 20 user ' s finger can be placed on a cradle or other finger
if the vibrators were driven at 30 kHz or at 90 kHz, there receptacle on a slide of the potentiometer with the fingertip
would be very little change in friction reduction perfor free to explore the touch surface . Motion of the hand of the
mance . The useful range for a device interacting with the
user to move the finger tip on the touch surface would move
finger directly is at ultrasonic frequencies greater than
the slide of the potentiometer. To sense finger position on the
approximately 20 kHz and less than about 200 kHz. The 25 X -axis or the y - axis , the linear potentiometer can be placed
phenomenon can be achieved at higher frequencies if the
along that x - axis or y - axis side of the substrates 104 . To
two interacting surfaces of the substrate and the piezoelec sense finger position in the x -axis and the y -axis, linear

potentiometers can be placed along both x -axis and y -axis
tric crystal stack are more rigid .
The amplitude of vibration is controlled in a manner to
sides of the substrates 104 using a compound slide mecha
achieve the indirect haptic effect felt by a user's finger or 30 nism wherein one potentiometer is mounted on the other
other appendage moving ( sliding) on the touch surface 104a . potentiometer using compound slides.
Typically , the VFHD is driven at resonance between 20 and
As will be described below , in preferred embodiments of
60 kHz, and a much slower envelope modulates the driving the invention , the sensor or sensors of finger position can be
amplitude . If the amplitude of vibration is decreased , the built into or adjacent the VFHD in a manner that will not
haptic effect diminishes with strong correlation . While it is 35 require any mechanical connection to the user ' s finger as

generally desirable that the system operate at resonance to

shown in FIG . 3 .

can be practiced at other frequencies. Moreover, the touch

device laminate 100 according to a preferred illustrative

surface 104a of the VFHD may be activated only when a

embodiment of the invention is shown comprising a piezo

achieve high efficiency , the invention is not so limited and

fingertip is sensed in order to save energy .

Referring to FIGS . 4A , 4B ; 5A , 5B ; and 6A , 6B , a haptic

40 electric bending element 102 in the form of piezoelectric
In FIG . 3 , the finger position is detected by the articulated
sheet or layer member attached to a passive substrate sheet

linkage mechanism LL that attaches directly to the finger via
a finger strap SS and that includes linkage arms L1, L2 .

or layer member 104 to provide a relatively thin laminate
structure 100 and thus a slim haptic device design that can

Optical encoders E1, E2 sense position of the finger along

provide advantages of a slimness, high surface friction ,

the x -axis and y -axis of the substrates 104 by sensing motion 45 inaudiblity and controllable friction .

of the linkage arms L1, L2, respectively . For purposes of
relatively thin haptic device can be made of a piezo
illustration and not limitation , the articulated linkage mecha ceramic sheet or layer glued or otherwise attached to a
nism can comprise a parallel linkage mechanism having a passive support sheet or layer. When voltage is applied
pantograph geometry and having optical encoders ( 14400
across the piezoelectric sheet or layer 102, it attempts to
cpr encoders ) E1, E2 . The linkage mechanism LL includes 50 expand or contract, but due to its bond with the passive
the finger strap SS in which a user ' s bare finger is inserted
support sheet or layer 104 , cannot. The resulting stresses

so that the user's finger can explore the tile substrates 104
while moving the linkage mechanism LL . In practice of
other embodiments of the invention , the sensed finger posi-

tion may be differentiated to obtain finger direction and 55

speed .
In one trial of the VFHD of FIG . 3 , the amplitude of the

cause bending . The greater the voltage applied to the piezo
electric sheet or layer, the larger the deflection . When the
piezoelectric bending element is excited by a positive exci
tation voltage, it bends with upward /positive curvature as
shown in FIG . 4B . When the piezoelectric bending element
is excited by a negative excitation voltage , it bends with a

ultrasonic vibrations was modulated on the tile substrates

downward /negative curvature . When sinewave excitation

104 in the z -axis in a sinusoidal waveform manner (inde -

voltage is applied , the piezoelectric bending element will

pendent of the y -axis ) in response to sensed finger position 60 alternately bend between these curvatures . A mount 150 is
along the x - axis and the y - axis to generate a sinusoidal
used to confine the bending to only one desired mode . It is

grating texture (FIG . 10D ) that is felt as indirect haptic
feedback by the finger of the user as it moves (slides ) on the

preferred that all mechanical parts of the haptic device
vibrate outside of the audible range . To this end, the piezo

ultrasonic vibrations was modulated in the z - axis in a square

with the motion of the piezoelectric bending element.

touch surface 104a . The vibrators (i. e . crystal stacks 105 )
electric bending element 102 preferably is designed to
were energized to exhibit sinusoidalmotion in the z -axis . In 65 oscillate at resonance above 20 kHz. Moreover, the mount
another trial of the VFHD of FIG . 3 , the amplitude of the
150 is designed as a stiff “ bench ” , which will not resonate
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For purposes of illustration and not limitation , a thickness
of the piezoelectric bending member 102 can be about 0 .01
inch to about 0 . 125 inch . An illustrative thickness of the
substrate member 104 can be about 0 .01 to about 0 . 125 inch .

10
materials that can be used to fabricate the piezoelectric
member 102 include, but are not limited to , quartz and

lead - zirconate titanate . Other non -transparent materials that
can be used to fabricate the substrate member 104 include,

The aggregate thickness of the haptic device thus can be 5 but are not limited to , steel, aluminum , brass , acrylic ,

controlled so as not exceed about 0 . 25 inch in an illustrative

polycarbonate , and aluminum oxide, as well as other metals ,

embodiment of the invention .

plastics and ceramics .

shaped haptic device VFHD was constructed using a single

include choosing an appropriate disk radius, pies -ceramic

For purposes of illustration and not limitation , a disk

Design of a circular disk -shaped haptic device VFHD will

circular disk of piezoelectric bending element (Mono -morph 10 disk thickness , and substrate disk material and thickness .

Type ) and a single circular disk of glass substrate to generate
the ultrasonic frequency and amplitude necessary to achieve
the indirect haptic effect. The piezoelectric bending element

The particular selection made will determine the resonant
frequency of the device . A preferred embodiment of a
disk - shaped haptic device employs a substrate disk having a

disk comprised PIC151 piezo - ceramic material having a thickness in the range of 0 .5 mm to 2 mm and made of glass,
thickness of one (1) millimeter (mm ) and diameter of 25 mm 15 rather than steel or other metal, to give an increase in
from PI Ceramic GmbH . The glass substrate disk comprised

a thickness of 1 .57 mm and a diameter of 25 mm available

as extreme temperature quartz pure glass Part# 1357T11
from McMaster-Carr Supply Company. The piezo -ceramic

resonant frequency ( insuring operation outside the audible

range ) without significantly sacrificing relative amplitude .

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the design of

the piezoelectric bending element 102 and substrate 104 are

disk was bonded to the glass substrate disk using a very low 20 not constrained to the circular disk shape described . Other
viscosity epoxy adhesive such as Loctite E - 30CL Hysol shapes , such as rectangular or other polygonal shapes can be

epoxy adhesive .
As shown in FIGS.5A, 5B , the disk -shaped haptic device

used for these components as will be described below and

( shown in FIGS. 6A , 6B ) where 01 mode refers to the
deformation shape shown ( greatly exaggerated ) in FIGS .

increase friction, it is preferred that substrate 104 have a
touch surface 104a that initially exhibits a high coefficient of

diameter was 2/3 of the diameter of the piezoelectric disk .

coefficient of friction that is substantially the same across the

will exhibit a different relative amplitude and resonant

was disposed in a mount 150 in order to confine the
frequency .
vibrations of the bending element disk to the 01 mode 25 Because the haptic device only reduces and does not

4B , 6A and 6B having a single peak or valley in the center
friction against a bare finger of a human user when the user
of the disk . The mount 150 was attached to the piezoelectric
interacts with the touch surface (the piezoelectric member
disk along a thin ring or annular surface 150a whose 30 102 not energized ). The touch surface typically has an initial
The same very low viscosity epoxy adhesive was used for

surface , but it may vary across the surface . The substrate 104

the bond to the mount 150 as was used to bond the

preferably is chosen to have relatively high initial surface

piezoelectric disk and the glass substrate disk . The inner

friction . In the preferred disk -shaped VFHD embodiment

height of the mount 150 is somewhat arbitrary and can also 35 described above, the substrate 104 and its touch surface
be made as thin as a few millimeters . The mount 150 is
104a comprised glass , which is advantageous for several

adapted to be mounted on or in an end - use product such as
including, but not limited to , on or in a surface of an motor
vehicle console , dashboard , steering wheel, door, computer,

reasons. For example, clean glass touching human skin
exhibits a friction coefficient of nearly one, which is quite
large . Glass is also smooth so that it does not chafe skin .

and other end -use applications/products as described further 40 Moreover, glass is highly inert and biocompatible and is
easily cleaned , and provides a very clean , aesthetic look .
Glass is also clear or transparent, which enables transparent
haptic device designs. Despite the advantages of glass for

herein .
A transparent haptic device preferably is provided when
the haptic device is disposed on a touchscreen , on a visual

display , or on an interior or exterior surface of a motor
use for the substrate 104 , the invention is not so limited and
vehicle where the presence of the haptic device is to be 45 can be practiced using other substrate materials that include ,

disguised to blend with a surrounding surface so as not to be

but are not limited to , polycarbonate, steel, other metals ,

readily seen by the casual observer. To this end , the piezo
electric member 102 and the substrate member 104 are made

ceramics and plastics .
with respect to the preferred disk - shaped haptic device of

of transparent material. The piezoelectric element 102
FIGS. 5A , 5B ; 6A , 6B , the amount of friction felt by the user
includes respective transparent electrodes (not shown ) on 50 on the touch surface 104a of the haptic device is a function

opposite sides thereof for energizing the piezoelectric mem -

of the amplitude of the excitation voltage at the piezoelectric

ber 102 . For purposes of illustration and not limitation, the

member 102 . The excitation voltage is controlled using the

piezoelectric material, PZT ( Pb (Zr, Ti)Oz)- based transparent
ceramics such as lanthanum -doped zirconium titanate

scheme shown in FIG . 7 . For purposes of illustration and not
limitation , the excitation voltage can be an amplitude

(PLZT ), (PbBa) (Zr, Ti) 03, (PbSr) (ZrTi) Oz, and ( PbCa) 55 modulated sinusoid preferably with a frequency of oscilla
(ZrTi) Oz, barium titanate , or an organic material such as

tion substantially equal to the resonant frequency of the

polyvinylidene fluoridemay be used . The substrate 104 may

haptic device . With respect to the preferred disk - shaped

be glass or other transparent material. For the electrode

haptic device described above, a 33 kHz, 10 Volt peak to

No . 4 , 352, 961 to provide transparent electrodes. Those

multiplier chip (e. g . AD633AN ). The multiplier chip

limited to transparent piezoelectric and substrate members

amplitude Vow with the modulating or scaling factor VG. The

material, thin films of the In 02 - SnO , indium tin oxide
peak signal Vow is generated by a signal/ function generator
system may be used as described in Kumade et al., U . S . Pat. 60 and scaled to computer controlled amplitude using an analog
skilled in the art will appreciate that the invention is not

and can be practiced using translucent or opaque ones ,

achieves amplitude modulation by combining the fixed

product of these two voltages is the signal, V , which is

which can be colored as desired for a given service appli - 65 amplified and then stepped up by a 70V transformer to
cation where a colored haptic device is desired for cosmetic ,

power the haptic device . The purpose of this arrangement is

security, or safety reasons. To this end, other non - transparent

to provide an amplitude -modulated voltage of sufficient
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magnitude to power the haptic device VFHD . The value of

will alter the capacitive coupling between pairs of conduc

the computer controlled scaling factor, VG , is a function of

tors that are close to the finger. Resistive sensing typically

the desired coefficient of friction , u . The desired coefficient involves pressure - sensitive detection of finger pressure on
of friction is dependent on finger position (x ,y ) and velocity
the touch surface of the substrate member 104 .
( x , y ) information . Therefore , the friction felt by the user is 5
A mapping from excitation voltage to the surface friction
also a function of finger position . Other amplitude-modula
on the glass touch surface of the preferred disk - shaped
tion schemes may be used in lieu of that shown in FIG . 7 . haptic device described above is shown in FIG . 8 with one

Moreover, the signal generator may be replaced by analog
electronics to perform the same task . All electronics may be

standard deviation ellipses . The haptic device is capable of
changing coefficient of friction on the surface in less than 5

placed on a single printed circuit board . Other voltage 10 ms.
control schemes known in the art can be used . Even fre FIG . 9B shows experimental data of the change of coef

quency modulated schemes can be used due to de- tuning of

ficient of friction on the glass touch surface of the haptic

device during a step change in excitation voltage shown in
the resonance .
The control system of FIG . 7 can be used with the FIG . 9A .
pantograph / optical encoders described for FIG . 3 or with the 15 FIG . 9C is a perspective view of a friction force profile

optical planar ( two dimensional) positioning sensing system

generated by modulating the excitation voltage of the piezo

of FIG . 7A or with any other two -axis finger position sensor.
FIG . 7A is a schematic view of an optical planar (two

electric element to provide such a step change of the
excitation voltage , wherein the higher elevation of the

dimensional) position sensing system wherein linear sensor

texture represents a higher friction level in FIG . 9C .

used to detect the shadow of the finger along both the x axis

create shear force patterns on the touch surface 104a of

arrays A1, A2 consisting ofmany small photodiodes 160 are 20

and the y axis when the VFHD is illuminated by lights L1 ,

The haptic device of the invention is advantageous to

substrate 104 in response to finger position and /or velocity

L2 such as infrared lights . For purposes of illustration and
feedback to generate one or more virtual texture sensations
not limitation , each linear sensor array (LSA ) of photo - that can be felt by the user 's finger or other appendage as
diodes includes 768 photodiodes that generate an electrical 25 indirect haptic feedback . For example , the computer control
current when light impinges on them . Commercially avail -

device modulates the amplitude of vibration of ultrasonic

able linear sensor arrays [ e.g . from Texas Advanced Opto electronics Solutions, Inc . ( TAOS), Plano , Tex .] include

vibrations in accordance with a mathematical expression to
generate a particular virtual texture sensation felt by the

circuitry to integrate this current and provide an analog

user 's appendage . The virtual sensation can comprise a

output signal for each photodiode . The LSA ' s receive input 30 change in the felt virtual height and /or shape of the touch

from a microcontroller (e .g . PIC microcontroller ) in the
form of a clock signal (about 400 kHz square wave signal)
and a SI (serial input) pulse signal that defines an integration

surface 104a as the user 's finger or other appendage moves

(slides ) on the surface . The virtual texture sensation also can
be generated periodically with time; i.e . independent of a

period. Integration resets during 18 clock pulses and pro - sensed parameter such as finger position , velocity , etc . The
ceeds until the next SI pulse signal. After the SI pulse signal, 35 haptic device provides indirect haptic feedback because ,
each LSA outputs an analog signal, which is the voltage while it does not directly apply shear forces to the finger, the

from the previous integration for each photodiode with each

shear forces can be modulated as a result of varying friction

finger position (e . g . 8 -bit digital) based an algorithm using
an analog -to -digital converter. The algorithm finds the mini-

ing coefficient of friction of the touch surface 104a in
response to finger position along the x -axis and y - axis . The

clock pulse . FIG . 7B illustrates a representative analog underneath a relatively moving finger .
signal for purposes of illustration and not limitation . The
FIGS. 10A through 10E illustrate some representative
microcontroller reads- in the analog signals and outputs a 40 shear force ( virtual friction ) patterns generated by modulat
mum voltage value of the analog signal, sets a threshold

shear force patterns created are perceived by the user as

voltage wherein threshold = 255 /min )/3 + min for the par-

texture sensations . FIG . 10F is a schematic of the x axis and

signal gap below the threshold value. The algorithm deter -

of FIGS. 10A - 10E .

ticular LSA ' s employed , and finds the start and end of the 45 y axis relative to circular touch surface for use in generation

mines the center (centroid ) of the analog signal gap and

outputs a gap center, which corresponds to the finger posi -

tion on one of the two axes (x or y axis ), FIG . 7C . Similar,

In FIG . 10A through 10E , elevation features of the

contour map are employed to indicate friction levels. In

actual practice , the touch surface 104a of the VFHD is

operations are performed for the other axis to provide the 50 featureless in the sense that one cannot see the coefficient of

finger position on other of the two axes (x or y axis ). The

friction or see how it changes on the surface . Moreover, the

For example , the invention can be practiced with other

friction will be when the finger is at that point in space on

finger position information is provided to the computer

coefficientof friction of the touch surface 104a of the VFHD
is the substantially same everywhere on its surface at any
control as shown in FIG . 7 .
In preferred embodiments of the invention , the position
given time (unless it is composed of tiles as described
sensor or sensors are built into or placed proximate the 55 below ), but the coefficient of friction is modulated according
piezoelectric member 102 and / or the substrate 104 of the to finger position . Thus , the change in elevation in FIGS.
haptic device so as notto need any connection to the finger. 10A through 10E is used to indicate what the coefficient of
preferred types of finger position sensing devices such as the touch surface.
including, but not limited to , sensing devices employed in 60 FIG . 10A shows a " file grating ” texture TX created by

conventional touchpads, such as capacitive , resistive, optical
and ultrasonic sensors, to name a few . If only direction of
finger motion information is needed , a force sensor would
suffice . Capacitance sensing typically involves sensing the

setting the coefficient of friction equal to a square wave

function of the x position of the finger . FIG . 10B shows a

" rough ” texture TX . FIG . 10C shows a " sticky ” ring texture
TX . FIG . 10D shows a smooth bumpy texture TX , and FIG .

location of an object on the touch surface 104a based on 65 10E shows a file grating texture TX where the spatial
capacitive coupling between conductors embedded in or

frequency TF of friction variation also is modulated from

placed beneath the surface 104a . The presence of a finger

left to right to control the texture sensation . FIG . 11 is a
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graph illustrating modulation of the spatial frequency TF of

relative to the haptic devices in order to determine where the

friction variation in the x direction to control texture sen

user 's finger resides relative to the grid . Each haptic device

sation . The texture sensations shown represent four ofmany

tile can be mounted by adhesive, such the aforementioned

possible spatial shear force patterns.

low viscosity epoxy, on raised support posts 170p as shown

The following mathematical models for generating dif - 5 in FIG . 12 . The support posts 170p extend along the length
of the block 170 . The tile is free to bend along the y axis ,
ferent textures are offered for purposes of illustration :
while raised support posts 170p from the mounting block
Mathematical Models for Specific Patterns:

D = diameter of haptic device
x = Finger Position in x direction (see FIG . 10F )

y = Finger Position in y direction (see FIG . 10F )
Umax =maximum coefficient of friction of surface against

170 pin two lines along the x axis . This mounting configu
ration permits a resonant vibration mode toward /away from
10 the mounting block between the support fins when the

piezoelectric element is energized . Alternative mounting
schemes include, but are not limited to , clamping two

fingertip

Umin = minimum coefficient of friction of surface against
fingertip

u (x ,y) =Coefficient of Friction

15

File Grating:

Wfile = spatial frequency corresponding to file grating tex
ture sensation

parallel edges of each tile , pinning two parallel edges of each
tile, and pinning or clamping a ring beneath each tile .
An advantage of such a tiled haptic apparatus is that
individual haptic device tiles may be turned on ( energized )

only when the presence of a user' s finger is sensed , thus
saving energy . This feature is particularly important for the
use of the apparatus in portable or battery -operated devices.

Eqn. 1 20 For example , the computer control device or devices (FIG .
u(x,y)= (0.5sign ( sin (@ file ))+ 0.5)(Imax -Hmin )+ Pmin
Rough :
7 ) can be programmed to provide differentmodulated ampli
Wrough = low spatial frequency corresponding to rough tudes of ultrasonic vibration at different haptic devices to
texture sensation
vary friction felt by the user's appendage exploring different
haptic
devices of the grid pattern . Alternately , the computer
u (x,y)= (0.5sin (Wrough :X)+0.5 )0.5sin (
Fan. 2. 25 control device or devices can be programmed to turn on and
Wroughy)+ 0 .5).(Imax -Hmin )+ Hmin
off different haptic devices in response to the position or
Smooth Bumps:
pressure of the user 's appendage and/ or in response to time
Wsmooth - low spatial frequency corresponding to smooth to enable the user to explore different haptic devices of the

texture sensation

grid pattern . As mentioned above , each of the haptic devices

Egn . 3 30 of the grid pattern can be adapted to sense a position and/or
u(x,y)= (0.5sin (@ smooth :x)+0.5).(Hinax -Umin )+ Umin
of the user ' s appendage relative to the haptic
Sticky Circle (x and y positions measured from center ) pressure
devices
in
order to determine where the user 's finger resides
t = ring thickness
relative to the grid . In this and other embodiment of the

Rring =radius at the center of the ring.

invention , the virtual friction of the haptic device touch
35 surface can be controlled independently of any measurement

r = V x2 + y2

Eqn . 4

if r > (Rring — 1) < (Rring + 1)

(r)= (0.5-sin(7 .-)+ 0.5)(umes– Hermin)+ Amin
else

u (r ) = Umin

of fingertip location . That is , when the tiled haptic apparatus
is used , then different tiles can be set to different friction

levels (which may be time- varying) creating an overall

pattern that the fingertip is free to explore . Similarly, the
40 approach described in the next paragraph of combining

multiple actuators, each with its unique response surface ,
may enable different surface friction patterns to be gener

ated .

Furthermore, in the tiled haptic apparatus, the individual

45 haptic devices VFHD themselves can serve as a fingertip

Referring to FIG . 12 , an arrangement is shown of multiple
rectangular-shaped haptic devices VFHD disposed on a

mounting block 170 to provide a tiled haptic apparatus in
accordance with another embodiment of the invention . This

position sensor. If, for instance , the touch surface is tiled ,
then the location of the finger can be determined by mea
suring the quality ( Q ) of each tile where Q is the narrowness
of the range of frequencies over which the tile resonates . A

embodiment of the invention is useful to provide a larger 50 tile with a high Q will resonate over a narrower range of

area aggregate touch surface 104a . For example , it may be
difficult to make haptic devices having a diameter (or

frequencies than a tile with a low Q . Since the finger acts
principally as a damper, the tile it is touching will experience

diagonal, if it is rectangular ) greater than about 3 cm without

a reduced Q . Rather than measuring Q directly , it is possible

the resonant frequency dropping into the audible range .

to detect finger touch simply by measuring changes in

Thus, to make haptic device interfaces having much larger 55 voltage or current , which relate to Q . Other approaches to

areas ( e. g ., as necessary to cover a touch screen ), individual

haptic device VFHD can be mounted as tiles in a grid pattern
on the mounting block as shown in FIG . 12 .

In this illustrative embodiment, the individual haptic

fingertip position sensing can make use of multiple actua

tors . For instance , it is possible to measure finger position

using a radar-like scheme: emitting vibrations with one
actuator while monitoring reflections with others . Or, the

device tiles are shown rectangular and arranged in a row and 60 response of the haptic device touch surface to different

column grid pattern , enabling simple mounting . The inven

actuators may bemapped , and then actuators may be used in

finger to explore the grid .
Each of the haptic devices of the grid can be adapted to

65 ing may be used to locate the fingertip position , especially

sense a position and/or pressure of the user's appendage

illustrative and preferred embodiments ofthe invention have

tion envisions arranging individual haptic device tiles of
circular disk shape , hexagonal shape, triangular shape or any
other shape in various grid patterns that permit the user 's

combination to generate nodes and anti-nodes that are swept
across the surface to identify damped locations that would
correspond to the finger placement. Finally , capacitive sens
if electrostatic actuation is being used . Although certain
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been described , various modifications can be made thereto

between a minimum and maximum value as a function of

or material of the substrate member 104, changes in the

increases linearly with increasing finger position . Of course ,

shape, size or material of the piezoelectric member 102 , the

this equation is only illustrative , and other relations may be

including , but are not limited to changes in the shape , size

finger position , and how the spatial frequency of oscillation

mount or mounting block , and /or in the finger position 5 implemented as well . For instance , the spatial frequency
detection system .
may increase exponentially with finger displacement instead
Applications of the haptic devices of the invention for use

in motor vehicles now will be described . In general, the

of linearly with displacement

haptic devices can be used in association with an interior

This continuous gradient control is by no means limited to

board surface , a console surface , a steering wheel surface, a
seat surface, a door surface , a control knob , or a lever

quency co of the texture sensation TX increases with finger

surface of a conventional console 12 in the interior of an

motion path of the VFHD .

a straight- line motion on a haptic device touch surface , but
surface and /or exterior surface of a motor vehicle, such as 10 may
be implemented on any predicted finger path that
automobile ,minivan , truck , bus, boat, airplane, and like . The may also
be
mathematically
defined . For instance , it may be
interior surface can include , but is not limited to , a dash implemented on a ring shape
, FIG . 15 where spatial fre
clockwise around the ring, or an elliptical shape of
surface . FIG . 1 illustrates a haptic device disposed on a 1515 motion
motion clo

automobile for purposes of illustration . The haptic device
interfaces with a visual graphical display on the dashboard

10 of the automobile in this illustrative embodiment. The
haptic device can replace manual controls including knobs , 20

The control law that implements the continuous gradient
behavior is:

Egn . 1
u (( xx )) == [Hmax 7Hmax 1+[" max ,UmarJsin(cumin + max Hmax x?r) Egn. 1
buttons
,
thumbwheels
,
and
the
like
within
or
outside
the
u
motor vehicle .

The exterior surface of the motor vehicle can include , but
is not limited to , a door surface , door pillar surface , a tailgate

rumax + Umax 1

Umax – Umax

Sin

min + .

Mmax – Umax- XX
1

where

or liftgate surface , or a handle surface . FIG . 13A illustrates 25

L = length of haptic device strip
x
= Finger Position (x = 0 at left end of strip , x = L at right
arranged in series to function as disguised keypad buttons
end )
are disposed on an exterior surface of the door above the
Umax
=maximum coefficient of friction of surface against
door handle DH to provide a security keypad for entry to the
fingertip
vehicle . A key lock /unlock KE is also shown . When dis - 30 Umin = minimum coefficient of friction of surface against
posed on the exterior surface of the motor vehicle, the haptic
fingertip
display VFHD can be colored to blend or match with
Wmar
=maximum spatial frequency of friction variation
surrounding paint of the exterior surface of the motor
min
=
minimum spatial frequency of friction variation
vehicle to disguise its presence .Moreover, the haptic device
u
(
x
)
=
Coefficient
Friction
can be mounted flush with the surrounding exterior surface 35 Grating DirectionofManipulation
:
to help disguise its presence. Still further, the haptic device
a door of an automobile where haptic devices VFHD

" min

can be integrated into the exterior surface by bonding it on
Referring to FIGS . 16A , 16B , the haptic device strip
the exterior surface to this same end . In contrast, FIG . 13B
VFHD may be arranged in a circular fashion with an interior
illustrates a conventional keypad on an exterior door surface circle CC thereof for displaying a grating pattern and an
that is not disguised and, instead , is readily discernible to a 40 exterior ring ER for the finger to move within to manipulate
the direction of the grating pattern . The advantage of this
casual observer.
In use , a disguised haptic device can provide control haptic device design is that, by touching the interior circle

features such as entry code keypad buttons, on -off buttons or

CC , the user can query the state of the control without

presence . However, it would also be possible to backlight
the disguised haptic device using any of a number of
techniques known in the art so that the control becomes
visually apparent when it is touched or used by an authorized 50
user. These same advantages of disguise of the haptic device
will apply equally to a haptic device disposed on an interior
surface of the vehicle .
Whether used on a motor vehicle or electronic device, the
haptic device can assume myriad forms as now explainedd . 5555
Continuous Gradient Control Using Continuous Strip or

be laid out as a linear controlwith a strip displaying grating
pattern next to an input strip .
The grating pattern shown in FIG . 16A , 16B depends on
boti the x and y coordinates of the fingertip . The basic
both

analog controls, that could be felt , but not readily seen by a
changing the state , and by touching the outer ring ER , the
casual observer. In this way , the haptic display can improve 45 user can change the state . Moreover, the roles of the interior
aesthetics but also can improve security by masking its
circle CC and exterior ring ER may be reversed , or this may

Ring with Increasing Spatial Frequency :
The haptic device VFHD may be arranged in a strip
fashion as illustrated in FIG . 14 wherein moving of the

pattern can be as simple as a square wave in which friction

alternates between high and low values as the finger moves
along the
grating.., If1 sq
(wx )) isis aa square
function of
along
the grating
sqfox
square wave
wave Tunctio
spatial frequency w , and 2 is the angle of the grating ( with
0 = 0 corresponding to grating slines oriented parallel to the
across the grating , but does not change as the finger moves

y -axis ), then the control law for displaying the grating with
the haptic device is :

user ' s finger from the left to right, or vice versa , on the touch 60

surface of VFHD will result in the adjustment of some

?max + ?max 1 ?max - ?max 1
sq(w ( xcos8 + ysind )]
u (x, y)= |Amar
- +[

control. Haptic feedback would be in the form of a virtual

texture sensation TX with increasing or decreasing spatial
frequency depending on the direction ofmotion of the finger

(e.g . as shown in FIG . 10E ). One possible embodiment of 65

When the finger is detected to be in the outer ring the

this is set forth by Equation l ' set forth below . This equation

position of the finger will determine 2 as illustrated in FIG .

shows how the coefficient of friction would oscillate

16C .
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The haptic device VFHD may be arranged in a strip
fashion in a manner that bringing the thumb and index finger

by running the thumb around the periphery of the VFHD
surface. Distinctive textured regions could indicate the hour
and minute hands.

Caliper Pinch Adjusting:

together or apart will adjust the controls accordingly. FIG .
The haptic device can be used as an interface to deliver
17. Haptic feedback would be presented in the form of 5 and receive information from a visual display and can be

increasing texture spatial frequency TF as the fingers are integrated with a touch screen of a visual display so that it
is placed directly over the visual display. Alternately, the
brought together. One advantage of this design is that the haptic
can take the form of a separate touchpad
haptic device strip does not need to be located at a particular interfacedevice
.
This
separate
interface can be along side or around
place on the touch surface . Instead , it may simply appear 10 the edges of the touch screen
. This interface could also be
when it is detected that two fingers are touching the surface , placed in a position at a neutral
point for the user 's
and it may be placed on a line between those two locations. hand , such as the center console orresting
beside
the seat of a motor
This embodiment would include position feedback of both vehicle .
the finger and the thumb, and the coefficient of friction
A particularly interesting location for the haptic device is
would be a function of the distance between the thumb
thumb and
1515 on the steering wheel of motor vehicle . The haptic device
and
finger.
could , for instance , be located in such a way as to allow its
Binary Controls:
use with the driver 's thumb while the driver 's fingers
The haptic device may be used to replace binary controls , remained wrapped around the steering wheel. The invention
with “ On ” and “ Off” states. The “ On” state may be repre
even envisions the possibility of controlling the haptic
sented with a high spatial frequency /rough texture, see FIG . 20 device such that friction patterns on it remain fixed in space
10B , while the “ Off ” state may be represented by no virtual as the wheel is turned .

texture at all, or vice versa . A push with the finger would

There are a number of ways to correlate the information

toggle between “ On ” and “ Off ” states .
between the haptic device interfacing with the visual display .
Multiple Controls on One Haptic Device :
One to One Mapping:
Referring to FIG . 18 , the haptic device VFHD may be 25 As the name describes the mapping from finger position
implemented to have one touch surface 104a with multiple on the touch surface 104a of the haptic device VFHD to
controls C1, C2 , C3 . Specific motion paths would correlate
visual display VD position is simply one to one , FIG . 19 .

with specific controls C1, C2 , C3 . The haptic feedback
In this case , the cursor CR on the screen , representing the
during each motion path would also correlate to the specific
finger 's location , would appear only when touch was
control. By way of example , an arc -shaped motion of the 30 detected on the touch surface of the haptic device. This is in
finger on control C1 could be recognized and associated
contrast to the typical computer mouse , where the cursor
with a specific function , such as increasing the vehicle remains on the screen even if the mouse is notbeing used or
temperature . As the finger moves along the arc -shaped

even if it is disconnected entirely . It is also in contrast to

control, the finger could encounter a higher and higher

typical in - vehicle screens, which have no cursor at all, but

spatial frequency (not shown ) of the texture TX , indicating 35 instead rely on direct touch with the finger. Use of a haptic

a higher temperature setting . Meanwhile, a straight diagonal

device pursuant to the invention provides several advan

motion on controls C2 or C3 could be recognized and

tages , such as keeping the haptic device in a convenient

warmth of two seat heaters. As the finger moved along the

his/her eyes on the road more of the time, and not requiring

associated with another function , such as adjusting the

location as described above ; enabling a driver to keep

diagonal controls C2, C3, the finger could encounter higher 40 the user to place his /her hand directly in front of the screen ,
spatial frequency (not shown ) of the texture TX , indicating occluding much of the view .
a higher temperature setting . The spatial frequencies can be
One to one mapping also applies to a variable friction
selected to be different from one another to provide a further
display overlaid on the visual display . In this embodiment,
different tactile feel to the user. In this fashion , a great no cursor would be required . Haptic feedback would be

number of controls could share the same small input device , 45 presented to the user as their finger interacts with the visual

and each could provide recognizable haptic feedback to the
known techniques for recognizing shapes and associating
them with specific functions or meaning can be used in his
50
embodiment.
Interfacing Applications:
Additional interfacing applications of the haptic devices
of the invention now will be described . These interfacing
applications include , but are not limited to , interfacing with
touchpads and /or visual displays in motor vehicles, elec - 55
tronic devices, or in connection with any other application .
Electronic devices having touchpads and /or visual displays
with which the haptic device can be interfaced include, but
are not limited to , computers, cellular telephones, cameras,

display .
One to One Mapping with Scrolling:
The position on the haptic display interface of haptic

enable a user to reach into his or her pocket and feel the

wished to scroll. These buttons could be discrete as shown

user. Handwriting recognition techniques as well as other

device VFHD is matched one to one to a position in a section
of the visual display VD , FIG . 20 . To reach all areas of the
visual display the user would be able to scroll a cursor CR

over to different sections.

T he section of the screen corresponding to the haptic
translucent filter. Alternatively, the rest of the screen could
be highlighted .
Scrolling Bars
When the user moves his finger around the center of the
haptic device VFHD , FIG . 21 , the cursor representing his
music devices , timepieces , or any other personal or indus - 60 finger on the visual display screen of FIG . 20 would move
within the highlighted section . To scroll the highlighted
trial electronic device .
By way of example , a VFHD could serve as a timepiece section to other parts of the screen the user would move his
that could be placed in a pant or jacket pocket. This would finger to the edge of the haptic device in the direction he
device surface could be highlighted , for instance with a

correct time without needing to glance at a clock or watch . 65 in FIG . 21 or a continuous rim around the haptic device
Such a VFHD might be circular in shape and located on the
allowing for motion in directions other than just up , down ,
surface of a fob that fits neatly into the hand. It might be used
left and right.
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This scrolling action can be implemented in many ways .
In some of the above embodiments of the invention
described above , the haptic device VFHD interfaced with a
Some alternatives are :
1) Scrolling action can be implemented using acceleration touchpad or visual display . Another embodiment of the
with hysteresis . For example , as the finger moves close to
invention involves a haptic device interfaced with a graphi
the edge of the haptic device interface, the section on the 5 cal touch screen to provide a virtual pushbutton effect. In
visual display begins to accelerate in that direction. When this embodiment, the haptic device is integrated into the
the user reaches the desired section , he would move his surface of the touch screen to deliver tactile feedback to
and obtain tactile feedback from the virtual pushbut
finger back toward the middle of the interface and explore locate
ton
.
Alternatively
, the haptic device is located separate from
that section . The “ hysteresis” effect is that the screen section 10 the touchscreen such
the haptic device would act as the
would only accelerate as the finger moved out to the edge , touch interface while that
a
cursor
some sort would represent
close to the edge , but would stop accelerating as soon as the the finger on the visual display of
of
the touchscreen . To reduce
finger was moved back toward the center of the haptic
the
need
for
visual
attention
,
the
buttons
on the visualmenu
device . The haptic device could be programmed with a
display might have a particular tactile sensation different
distinctive tactile effect such as aa very
very high
high spatial
spatial fre
tre -- 1515 from the rest of the display. A separate tactile sensation for
quency , to inform the user that screen scrolling was occur button press confirmation may also be implemented . The
ring.
particular tactile sensations presented during these two tasks
2 ) Scrolling action can be implemented using a virtual of button navigation and press confirmation are not limited
track ball TB , FIG . 22 . The haptic device interface can be to those embodiments described below .
constructed such that it takes the shape of a physical dome. 20 For purposes of illustration and not limitation , in this
The user could explore the touch surface of the dome to
embodiment, the haptic device VFHD itself can be used to
explore a section of the visual display and when he wanted sense the increase of finger force or pressure during a button
to scroll over to another section he would move to the edge,

press using the respective piezoelectric members themselves

press down with his finger and slide over the surface as if he
and the direct piezoelectric effect at each pushbutton loca
were rotating a track ball. Haptic feedback to signal the track 25 tion . However, this embodiment can be practiced using other
ball rotation would be presented as " clicks ” or sticky spots
force or pressure sensing techniques well known in the art
as his finger moved across the ball.
with the haptic device or other friction - varying displays . The

3) Scrolling action can be implemented using a physical

spinning disk SD or physical rotating drum RD having a

illustrative control scheme for the haptic device uses a

sensor such that the control scheme responds to pressure (or

touch surface . The haptic device interface could take the 30 force ) applied by the user ' s finger to control the friction state

form of the spinning disk SD , FIG . 23 , or rotating drum , RD ,
FIG . 24 , which rotates while the finger is in contact. The
surface of the interface would represent one section of a

of the touch surface of the haptic device between a " sticky ”
state and a " rough ” state .
For purposes of illustration and not limitation , a visual

motion between the finger and the touch surface of the

embodiment of the invention , tactile feedback may be pre

spinning disk to enable feeling of texture sensations . To

sented to the user ' s finger in the form of respective " sticky ”

visual display. The advantage of a spinning interface is that

display touchscreen TS is shown in FIG . 27 , with five
the user 's fingermay remain stationary since there is relative 35 pushbutton locations PB1 through PB5 . Pursuant to this

scroll to other sections with these embodiments, the user (high friction ) spots SP1 through SP5 at the locations of the
would move his finger to the edge of the interface and press
five buttons, FIG . 27B . A high friction spot SPS on touch
down wherein the haptic feedback in the form of “ clicks” or 40 surface 104a is illustrated in FIG . 26A for purposes of
illustration where the elevation of the spot indicates the level
sticky spots would signal the section movement.
Cursor Memory :

Similar to a computer touchpad , this type of correlation

between finger position on the touch surface 104a of the

of friction felt by the user's finger. The tactile haptic device
a separate entity. This tactile feedback would help the user

interface may be overlaid on the visual interface , or may be

haptic device VFHD and visual display VD position uses a 45 detect the location of the pushbuttons while exploring the
cursor CR with a memory of its last position , FIG . 25 . For
interface ; this task can be referred to as button navigation .

example to scroll all the way to the left, the user 's finger
would come in contact with the display move left, then
remove contact,move to the right, regain contact and move

Once the button is found and pressed , a second form of
tactile feedback may be presented as shown in FIGS . 28A ,
28B for purposes of illustration and not limitation . To

to the left again , this motion would be repeated as necessary . 50 confirm a button has been pressed the tactile sensation under

Use of a Stylus:

A stylus also be used in any of the above applications to

the finger changes from a " sticky” sensation , FIG . 28A , to
a “ rough ” sensation , FIG . 28B . A “ rough ” friction spot SPR

interact with the display . The stylus typically can be held in on touch surface 104a is illustrated in FIG . 26B for purposes
of illustration where the elevation of the spot indicates the
Applications:
55 level of friction felt by the user's finger.
In applications of embodiments of the invention described
The equations for this example embodiment are shown in
herein in a motor vehicle , the interfacing of the haptic device
algorithm 1 where A represents the area of the button , ( x , y )
with a touchpad and/or visual display can be placed in a represent the finger position , P represents the pressure of the
number of places within a vehicle including, but not limited finger pressing , and p represents the coefficient of friction on
the user ' s hand .

to , seat side, center console , neutral hand position , top of 60 the device touch surface. The spatial frequency, . omega .,
gear shift , sun roof/ light area , front and /or back of steering
must be great enough to have the user feel changes in the

wheel, and back of seats. Moreover, the haptic device may
be used as a haptic map , to be used alone or in conjunction
with a navigation system . When used as an interface on a

surface friction with only very slight movements of the

finger. The rough sensation could alternatively be a temporal
change in the friction coefficient. It has been observed that

steering wheel, the haptic device may adjust its reference 65 temporal changes can be felt with the slightest of finger

frame to remain with the motor vehicle 's frameof reference ,

not that of the steering wheel.

movement including that which results simply from the

pressing motion , without any lateralmotion across the touch
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surface 104a of the haptic device interface . Lateral motion

[4 ] M . Takasaki et al., “ A surface acoustic wave tactile
display with friction control,” in Proc . IEEE International
Conference on Micro Electro Mechanical Systems, 2001.

may, however , enhance the effect.
Algorithm 1 . Algorithm for tactile feedback of button
navigation and confirmation of one button:
if ( x , y ) A

if P > Threshold

What is claimed :
5

1 . A method of imitating a texture on a touch surface , the
method including the steps of:

sensing a position of a user 's finger on the touch surface ;
u -umin +(Imax-Hmin)sq[w•t]
modulating a coefficient of friction of the touch surface in
where A is a region , such as rectangular or circular , on the
response to the sensed position of a user 's appendage
planar touch surface ; (for instance , if A is a rectangular 10
relative
to the touch surface and /or a derivative thereof;
region bounded by Xmin , Xmax , Ymin and ymax, then it
wherein
the
friction modulator does not alter the contour
includes every point expressed as (x ,y ) satisfying
of the touch surface in a manner that is perceptible to

Xmin <x < Xmax and ymin Sy < Ymax ); and where P is pressure
expressed in Pascals , or a force expressed in Newtons in

a user ' s sight or touch .
2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the coefficient of

practice of an illustrative embodiment of the invention . 15 friction ismodulated in response to a change in an excitation
Variations of this embodiment can be practiced pursuant voltage .
to the invention . For instance , there may be no indication of
3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the user' s appendage
button location during button navigation and only a pres comprises
a finger or thumb.
sure- dependent sensation for press confirmation . FIG . 29 is
4
.
The
method
claim 1, wherein the coefficient of
a block diagram illustrating a pressure only implementation . friction of the touchof surface
is modulated in response to a
Equations for this preferred embodiment are shown in the 20 sensed
motion of the user ' s clothed appendage .
algorithm 2 . The function sq [ wt] is a temporal square wave
5 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the coefficient of
function of frequency 0 , and amplitude of one. Effective friction
of the touch surface is modulated to generate a
feedback would employ a w value of at least 2 Hz. A
virtual texture sensation felt by the user ' s clothed append
preferred frequency would be around 10 Hz.
Algorithm 2: Algorithm for pressure dependent variable 25 age6.. The method of claim 1, wherein relative to a sensed
friction haptic system . Umar is the coefficient of friction of position of a user 's clothed appendage the coefficient of
the touch surface 104a .
friction of the touch surface is modulated in real time.
if P > Threshold
7 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the derivatives of the
u =lmint(Imax –Hmin )sq[w :t]
30 sensed position of a user' s clothed appendage further com
It should now be apparent that the present invention can prise velocity, acceleration , or direction of motion of the
be practiced in relation to human interface devices for user's clothed appendage .
electronic equipment of myriad types. Many such electronic
8 . The method of claim 1 wherein an indirect haptic
devices contain graphical displays , and in many cases the provides an interface with the touch screen .
graphic displays also serve as touch screens. Touch screens 35 9 . The method of claim 8 wherein the indirect haptic
are useful interface devices because they are highly pro device is disposed on a surface other than the touch screen .

grammable . Many interface icons , such as sliders, push

buttons, radio buttons, and menus, can be easily represented
On the other hand, touch screens lack the haptic cues that

10 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the indirect haptic

device includes components made of transparent materials .
11 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the indirect haptic

make traditional physical interface devices such as knobs 40 device is disposed on an interior surface of a motor vehicle .
and buttons, easy to use . The present invention addresses

this need for haptic cues via indirect haptic feedback . The

12 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the indirect haptic

device is mounted on a consumer electronic device .

present invention provides a haptic device that can provide
13 . A method of imitating a texture on an indirect haptic
an interface which share the benefits of touch screens ; device , the method including the steps of:
namely, programmability and lack of failure -prone mechani- 45 sensing a force by a pressure sensor in a touch surface ;
cal parts , with the benefits of tactile feedback based on use
modulating , by a friction modulator , a coefficient of

of haptic properties such as shape, height, texture , sticky

friction on a touch surface in response to the sensed

force ,
feel, rough feel, vibration , and slipperiness.
Although certain illustrative embodiments of the inven wherein the friction modulator does not alter the contour
tion are described hereabove , those skilled in the art will 50
of the touch surface in a manner that is perceptible to
a user' s sight or touch .
appreciate that changes and modifications can be made
14 . The method of claim 13, wherein the coefficient of
thereto without departing from the spirit and scope of the
friction of the touch surface is modulated in response to
invention as set forth in the appended claims.

force from a pushing motion of a user's clothed appendage
15 . The method of claim 13, wherein the modulation of
the coefficient of friction of the touch surface simulates a
pushbutton haptic feedback .
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19 . The method of claim 13, wherein the coefficient of
friction is adjusted independent of finger position .
20 . The method of claim 19, wherein the coefficient of
friction is adjusted based on a predetermined time.
*
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